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Emergency Replacement Parts Program or ERPP: Verity offers an ERPP kit 

to our OEMs and large Fleets to address install mishaps that might happen.  In this 

program, we supply OEMs emergency/replacement parts to prevent installation line 

stoppage and/or overnight shipping charges.  The items are supplied at no initial charge 

to you, we just ask that you purchase a replacement when an item from the ERPP kit is 

used.  

Your ERPP kit may include: 

Part Number Description Usage 

2- CB021 
F>F 20m/65ft Camera 

Cable 

For J-series systems, also 
will work with the REC02U 
monitor with built in DVR. 

2-CB010 Stand. Camera Cable 
For side cameras on 

REC02U 

2-CB119 
M>M "J" to "C" Conversion 

Cable 6” 

Gender bender cables, 
fixes any problems in  

ordering that may occur 

2-CB124 
F>F "J" to "C" Conversion 

Cable 6” 

Gender bender cables, 
fixes any problems in 

ordering that may occur 

1-CB400J J Series Monitor Harness 
"J" Series Monitor to 

Camera Cable Harness 

1-REC02U Harness 
REC02U Series Monitor 

Harness 

Built-in DVR Series 
Monitor to Camera Cable 

Harness 

1-CB006 F>F 5m Camera Cable For sensor systems 

ADD25F 
Heavy Duty Easy-Adjust, 

Monitor Mount, black 

Black, 6", heavy duty, 
easily adjustable, monitor 

mount. 

ADD100Z Alum. Camera Cover 
Most forgotten item on 

POs 

1pk camera screws Please keep out of hands 
of installers.  They go 

through them like 
jellybeans when they don’t 
have to take a second and 
look for the dropped one. 

For dropped screw during 
camera installs 

 

The ERPP kit will also include replacement instructional manuals as well as laminated 

line drawings tailored/branded to your install teams (see example drawing attached).  

This allows a team member that is not familiar with your install to follow simple, easy to 

use instructions.  It also supplies part numbers to the parts so when something is 

broken, your installers are already provided a part number for that part. 
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